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unday mornings, once left to
the devout, while the rest of us
fried eggs and read the papers,
has been silently handed over to
the ever-increasing population

of so-called MAMILs – the middle aged
men in Lycra. They take advantage of the
weekend to don their, super stretchy,
sweat-proof, head-to-toe kit to seek out
the mind-expanding joys of cycling on
quiet Sunday roads. Eager to inhale the
rich countryside air, while enjoying the
sweet sound of wheels whipping along
the black top, these men of speed are
fuelled by nothing more than coffee and
their very own – probably hair-free – legs.
Cycling is huge, and growing, and

nowhere more so than right here in
Bath – this is one mode of transport that
will not be sidelined. 
For years it was a marginal sport

revered by a handful of enthusiasts and
passionate hardcore cyclists. But 2012
was the year cycling went mainstream.
For the first time in the history of the
Tour de France, a Brit: Bradley ‘Wiggo’
Wiggins walked away with the Yellow
Jersey. 
That same year, the Olympics saw a

haul of Gold medals won by British
cyclists. Then in 2013 Wiggins went on

to win the Tour of Britain and sales of
bicycles began to soar, with Halfords,
among others, reporting an 18% increase
in sales – in what quickly became dubbed
the Bradley Wiggins effect.
Bradley Wiggins or not, and despite

its very hilly terrain, Bath has seen a
steady increase in all things pedal
powered. In the last few years more bike
shops have opened and bike-friendly
cafés are to be found in every
neighbourhood. 
Cyclists on the streets and hills

abound and for good reason too, within
minutes of leaving the centre, you can
enjoy some of the most breath-taking,
cycling country around.
Adding to this popularity, 2013 saw

the opening of the TwoTunnels, creating
a much-needed cycling route around the
city, as well as giving the local tourist
industry another USP.  The Combe
Down tunnel is over a mile long making
it the longest cycling tunnel in Britain.
The Two Tunnels, which saw more than
250,000 trips made through it in its first
12 months of opening, is now listed on
TripAdvisor as a tourist destination,
alongside suggested pit-stops for food
and drink nearby.
Just weeks after the Two Tunnels

opened, a new road circuit was unveiled
in Odd Down, thanks to a large grant
from British Cycling and support from
Bath and North East Somerset Council.
Last year Bath was host to Stage Six

of The Tour of Britain, which continued
to swell its cycling status. 
Cycle Bath, a group committed to

cycling, supports B&NES in its efforts
to improve existing and develop new,
cycle infrastructure. In the last year, the
group cleared the river path
embankments to make it safer, and they
recently helped the council put a bid
together for a grant which could have a

huge impact on the east side of Bath,
providing cycling routes from Weston
and Newbridge into the heart of the city. 
Adam Reynolds, Cycle Bath Chair,

says: “TheTwo Tunnels has put cycling
in Bath on the map in Europe, making it
a big cycling, tourist attraction, as well
as delivering massive benefits to the

The Two Tunnels . . . is now listed on Trip
Advisor as a tourist destination
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PEDAL POWER: main
picture, Peloton by
Simon Spilsbury
Right, Mariajo’s
postcard for The Café
Society in Bath
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If your man has started shaving his legs, spends a lot of time in cafés and has tried to hide how much he’s spent on his
latest piece of equipment, chances are he’s part of the growing army of cyclists on our roads. 

Hannah Sturgeon meets some of the stalwarts of the Bath cycling community
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MAMIL: Middle Aged Man In Lycra
Sportive: short or long distance
mass-participation cycling event

Wiggo: Bradley Wiggins

Yellow Jersey - Tour De France:
fastest rider & overall winner

Cyclocross: cross-country racing
on bicycles

Shops: John’s Bikes, Cadence , Avon
Valley , Randy’s Bikes, Green Park, 73
Degrees, Hare Cycle Works, Bath Bike
Workshop, Take Charge Bikes

Clubs: 
www.bathcc.net
www.vc-walcot.com
www.bathunicc.tridougie.com
www.saltandsham.co.uk
@follyflyers
www.cyclebath.org.uk
www.somervalley.org.uk
www.sulisscorpions.co.uk

Get Involved: 
www.cyclebath.org.uk
www.spilsbury.bigcartel.com
www.bikebath.com
www.society-cafe.com

LET’S TALK BIKE . . .

Richard created Bike Bath, which
begins and finishes at The Rec in the
centre of the city, to provide a safe
sportive for all ages, abilities and one
that supports female cyclists, as well as
the local business community, clubs and
charities. “We think that Bath is an
independent, high-quality product
experience itself – and that is very
important.”
Illustrator, Simon Spilsbury lives in

Bath and regularly rides: “You ride up
and out of the bowl and it hurts, that
first climb, but afterwards you feel how
good it is and, after all, hills are places
for humour.” 
You might have seen Simon’s work,

his prints and cards can be found in
Bloomsbury’s, in cycling shops, online
and on any self-respecting cyclist’s wall
at home. He drew the coveted, limited
edition posters, for the participants of

Bike Bath and his work can be seen in
Taschen’s 100 Global Illustrators Best of
the Best.
The Mamil has come in for a bit of

ribbing in the media, but as Simon says:
“They are just blokes getting fit. Many
of the 50-year-olds who cycle are much
fitter than a lot of 20-year-olds.”  As
hobbies go, spending a bit of hard
earned dosh on a custom-built carbon
fibre road bike and fantasising that
you’re part of the Tour de France is
pretty harmless compared to, say, the
leisure interests of Christian Grey.
Simon’s right – you often see them,

these lean, Lycra-clad cyclists in their 50s,
60s and 70s, swooping at breakneck
speed down valleys as free as birds, their
calves bulging as they power their way
up the hills. They look stronger and a lot
fitter than the chaps you see sitting
behind the wheels of their cars.
Bath Cycling Club is the UK’s oldest

cycling club. Established in 1880, 70
years before spandex was even a twinkle
in Joseph Shivers eye and penny-
farthings were all the rage, the history
and respect of this club is notable
through its distinguished past. Its
younger counterparts is VC Walcot, a
club who at just ten years old has seen
its numbers grow from 15 to more than
100, and last year, was nominated as the
Bath Community Club of The Year at
the Bath Sports Awards. 
Both of these clubs welcome new

members, so if you fancy taking your
cycling further, join them on one of their
Saturday or Sunday rides. 
There are plenty of other cycling clubs

including one for the youngsters the
Sulis Scorpions, the Folly Flyers - Bath’s
biggest unofficial cycling group, Bath
University CC, not to forget local clubs,

Somer Valley CC, Salt and Sham and
Timsbury. 
Just as Bath CC moved with the times

in 1929, when the previously all-male
club, opened its doors to women, so do
many of the clubs and sportives today
actively encourage female cyclists,
youths and families.
George Schwiening, Women’s Captain

at Bath University CC, says: “My advice
for women wanting to get in to cycling,
is to join a local club, get stuck in and
meet some great people. A lot of cycling
clubs have women’s rides or are split
into groups based on speed, so everyone
gets to ride at a pace that is comfortable
for them.”
She adds: “Cycling really is accessible,

it just requires you to get out the door.
Opportunities in women’s cycling are
increasing and lots of people are putting
in the effort to organise events for
women. All these events need is for
women to turn up and have a go. Once
this happens and demand increases,
more fantastic events can develop and
grow.”
But just in case your concerned, it’s

not all Lycra, pain and hills – the social
side of cycling is a vital element in which
participants can re-live and share their
finest moments. 
Adrian Campbell-Howard, owner of

The Society Café, which supports and
encourages the cycling community,
hosted the launch party for Bike Bath
last year. Adrian says: “We have more
regular exhibitions that are cycling
related and when the Tour de France is
on we show it on our screen downstairs.
Caffeine helps to give you a bit of kick,
if you’ve got a few hills to tackle then a
few espressos work very nicely. Being
able to pull up at a nice café half way
through a ride and ‘re-fuel’ has long
been a part of cycling culture.”
This is a community who support

each other whatever club, group or
sportive they might subscribe to, or not,
and for that we should all be grateful
and hell, why don’t we join them? You
don’t have to wear the full cycling kit –
jeans and a t-shirt, teamed with a safety
helmet are fine  – and neither is the
caffeine, but space for cyclists and
encouraging an alternative, safe way to
travel around our beautiful countryside
and city definitely is. ■

local communities, schools and
businesses along the route.”
The Odd Down track circuit has also

been phenomenally successful. Local
club, Sulis Scorpions, a cycling club for
7 to 16-year-olds, uses it to train the
cyclists of the future. Meanwhile, the
council run the Go By Bike scheme,

enabling people to cycle
confidently and other cycling
events including Cyclocross
and Time Trials are held there.
Richard Best has always had

a love of bikes. He cycled from
John o’Groats to Lands End
when he was 17, with just £50
in his pocket. Not only did he

live off his wits but he also raised
money for victims of the Falklands War
and, in his adventures, discovered that
the humble bicycle the best way to get
around.
Richard is founder of Bike Bath, a

family friendly sportive which since its
launch in 2012 has grown
exponentially year on year. In its first
year just 700 riders turned up – this
year Richard is expecting about 1,500
cyclists to take part. 
The success has seen Richard and his

events company, Breathing Space,
develop Bike Oxford, The Carter Jonas
Pedalthon in Yorkshire, The Cotswold
Crank Up and this autumn he will
launch, Bike Cape Town. 
He says: “Living here we have the

most fantastic cycling territory – you
can cycle out of the city in any direction
and be spoilt for choice. I could see
there was a need for a sportive in Bath,
one that is inclusive of families and
firmly rooted in local products.” 
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